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Wednesday morning, Marion Seefield, a graduate in international meetings of students and was able to direct, personal relief.

Several genuine silk costumes for the United States and Europe, and Asia. Students in 18 war-torn countries in students to play a significant role. The new 'Saturday Night Serenade' performed on radio, and a minimum amount of brass. It is believed that it may be of some interest to the public.

Seefield was in charge of the program with the division heads following: Mrs. Hatch, business administration; Mr. Edlefsen, social sciences; Mr. Brown, psychology; Mrs. Williams, education; Mr. Gardner, social sciences; Mr. McCarter was appointed tenor to the choir of the University. The band is a part of the Woodchoppers, a group of music lovers who enjoy the weekly allegiance of lasting about ten minutes, with a one-time WSU.
Larry Kelley played Unorthodox Football

He caught only one pass during his career as end on the high school football team at Millburn, New Jersey. Five years later he was captain of the Yale team and an All-American end. His name is Larry Kelley.

Kelley finished his last year of high school with everyone afraid to throw a pass near him. He was almost six feet three inches tall and couldn't be stopped. During the winter a newspaper wrote up his name, but no one went to see him play football. Kelley proved himself to the public by having his name put in lights.

According to Larry's high school coach, he was a five-to-one favorite, Yale scored in every contest, a pass was tossed to Kelley, who dodged two opponents as a right end on the Yale team and an All-American end. His name is Larry Kelley.

Field Hockey Team Víctorious

The Women's Athletic Association sponsored a hockey team in Portland meeting with victory, belies, and much rain.

On Saturday, November 19th, two teams played in a thrilling contest between York Junior College and the Home team of the Women's Athletic Association. The Home team won, 6-0, sweeping the game. The visiting team was represented by a group of amateurs from the York Junior College, who were coached by a professional.
Hail and Noon Score

By Hal Semp "On the practice field, the Boise States kicked off at 2 p.m. today, and the knob on the scoreboard was not quite "in," so both Boise and Idaho played with broken noses: Nelson re-
didn't get through the uprights for the . . . A twenty-five man squad left this

Broncos Remain Undefeated; Down EOC

with Victory Comes for BJC
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Broncos Leave

Coach Smith left with the Broncs

this morning for Remerton to play the eight game of the season. We have in attendance to the Broncs' night against the Westm

Washington College of Education.

The age of a rationing cannot al-

be determined by the number of

plates on its tail. The age can be de-
termined from the plates only when the mule still jumps the fence fast. The true button after the mule strikes for wall against hard object—

Texas Gun and Fish.

when the committee meets to make

recommendations. We have been asked by the sponsors

of the Little Rose Bowl to select the junior college team. The committee will be composed of those

who have been selected to the team.

If invited, what would your exper-

ence be, as to bond

trailing organizations, running orders, or other games?

The "Little Rose Bowl" will be

played on Saturday, December 13, at the Pasadena Rose Bowl, Comprent

Pitzer College of California.
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Chats by Chuck

The latest affair this week was the Pacific dance, Monday night. There was talk about the new Village in the center of town. Also, Bill Neely, the chemistry professor, entertained guests at his home. The dance theme, "Saloon," was well-received by all.

From the Exchanges

The Beacon, Kellogg, Idaho, C. It is clear that the Texas Tech and Idaho State College really have some new whitehats in the form of crew. In Socialist, it seems that the two faculty members are not happy with the USA act. They have more campus that's equipped with these pretty things.

Joi Davis Returns

Joi Davis, for her fourth successive year, has been chosen as the choice of the nation's radio editors. Her Farmington situation comedy will be shown by the Warner Brothers, starring her in her own television night song and tailored show.

Question of the Week

By Faye Spilsbury

If you were writing this column, what question would you ask?

1. What is the attitude of BJC girls toward the "new look"—is it...

2. Who has a car I can buy for five dollars?

3. Who has a sweater over a white one that has pink 8. Who has a car I can buy for five dollars?

4. What is the cause for so many boys especially look nice with a small bright toward the "new look"—if in women's fashions and why?—Jack Hawley.

5. Are the kinds of questions around school that interest the fellows and gals most?—Shirley Fowler.
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